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Who The Fuck Is Alice,  Heru, 

Kiss My Ring & Tony VH 
Nai Harn Beach 

 
 

The Run & Hares 
 
GM calls the rabble to order and requests the Hares (Who The Fuck Is Alice, Heru, Kiss My 
Ring & Tony VH) into the circle. There was a slightly slow response to this request with only three 
Hares making an appearance.GM queried the location of the absentee and was informed he was 
outside.  I guess that must mean something in Francais since at that juncture I would have we 
were all outside!! The RunMaster’s presence was also called (Secret Agent Dick Gobbler (SAD 
G) to perform one of his weekly extensive duties i.e appointing the official Hash Horn Blower for 
this week’s run.  This week the doubtful honour went to  
 
Who The Fuck Is Alice then started to reveal the detail requirements which is of no  particular 
surprise but when it was all presented in Anglais then that was a shock.  In my case the shock 
came out as a rather loud verbal fart which reached WTFIA’s ears as I was standing very close to 
him and I got a very hard stare back 
Instructions were that Runners and Shortcutters will all start on papier multicolore . At some 
juncture on the trail the Shortcutters will split off marked by papier bleu.  They would then 
eventually rejoin the main run and come back on papier multicolore. WTFIA also said the run was 
mainly flat. 
 
We were then all requested to get off the island over the bridge and then right and right again 
when we hit the road. Then it was a longish run down to the other end of the lake where we had to 
look for le papier multicolore. This then took us up a track and there we found the absentee hare 
who directed us off the track and into by bush. This was relatively slow going and eventually we 
came across a fallen hasher who had twisted his ankle.  He was being ably seen to by a group of 

hashers and my stick. So I was very 
happy to be of some help but if truth 
be known I was probably better off 
without it. 
The route carried on in a similar vein 
until we came out onto a boggy 
grassy area and then out onto a 
track.  This was all looking very 
similar to a trail I had done before 
albeit in a reverse direction.  So as 
we were going up the track I 
guessed it would be a sure thing we 

would be going all the way to the top of the hill.  We also passed the Short Cutter turn off as we 
went up and I could not help but think it was not very well marked which was not good news with 
so many newcomers on the Hash this week. Sure enough at the top some people were asking 
whether they were on the Run or the Walk since they were meant to be doing the Walk.  After this 
things were pretty uneventful with nice views as we walked along the ridge and a steady decent 
back down to the track where we had started from. We also found quite a few Shortcutters so at 
least knew some had gone on the correct trail. 
Once at the bottom a walk/run back along the lake.  



 
The Circle  
 
GM called the circle to order and invited Just In Beaver in for non stop yabbing and  Repressed 
One for late night shopping  
 
The Hares invited into the circle. No comments of the run. Given a beer and also given a Merci 
Beaucoup for their good efforts. Fungus invited in to see what a VH looks like, No wrinkles etc. 
 
 
Official Business 
 
Virgins – To many to count but thought to be 20 and probably all French.  Sounds like rent a 
crowd by the French Connection.  All called in for their induction but only 10 could be found. Then 
they had to be given a demo by Phuket Hashers how to be inducted..  Much screaming from some 
of the virgins – mainly the men!! 
 
No hash T shirts – various oiks brought into the circle for  a beer for not having an . Butt Cycle was 
spotted changing into a non hash T-shirt so he could get a free beer.  He was duly iced for his 
efforts 
 
Incoming virgins – another 10 arrived so further round of inductions ensued 
 
Hash Names 
First in was  – 2691 – Keith who was awarded the name of Pocket Billiards 
 
Next in was 2595 – Robert who was awarded the fine name of Incontinent Maigret 
 
Last but not least were Couple – Franck and Virginie who had completed – 30 runs and  2 hares.  
GM picked up on the subject of tattoo’s as Franke was sporting a few.  He then started to give a 
diatribe thinly described as a history lesson explaining the various meanings of tattoo in particular 
a military tattoo.   He had made further investigations and derived that it came from the Dutch in 
the 17th Century.    
 
At this juncture all Dutch people were called into the circle ably represented by Tulips and Su Su 
Nonna. 
 
And still the diatribe continued with GM eventually admitting he had lost the plot so opened it up to 
the circle for name suggestions. 
 
This was brought to a rapid conclusion with the fine  names of Cockhead & Cockhead Sucker 
being awarded. 
 
Announcements: 
 
Lesser Dipshit announced the Tinmen run on 3rd April which would comprise separate trails for 
the Runners and the Walkers. 
 
Repressed One achieved 100 runs 
 
Steward Spot – Fungus 
The Hares were called in for a beer 
GM and BH were called in since Fungus had it on good authority that there had been conniving at 
last committee meeting about him doing  too many hares – so why not make him a steward for 
one week - that would save at least one haring opportunity!. 



Invisible Man and Billy No Mates were called in as representative Registrars.  The Mighty Quim 
had been asked what would make his volunteering more palatable  – his response was ice cold 
beer, So to address this he put IM and BNM on the ice and their ice cold beer would be served up 
shortly. 
Repressed One was called in and asked what he did in his role as Hon Sec – his main role was 
putting the Heading  picture on Hash Facebook page. 
 
Fungus read out a list of people and if they were not at the run then 
a tinman should step in as a representative.  Once assembled they 
asked what they all thought they had in common – well it was that 
they had all hared with Fungus.  So how can he have possibly been 
accused of Hare Hogging at the committee meeting with such a 
spread of Hashers being involved.  Boos and shouts of derision 
came back to him from the circle especially when Fungus also 
revealed that this group of people represented a Hare Beer 
expenditure of Baht 5,000.  Perhaps on a more sobering thought 
the attached image is perhaps what drinking too many Hare Beers 
does for you.  Sad to say but looks like Fungus still needs a  few 
more Hare Beers before he looks that good!!!: 
 
 
Masarap and FA Cup were called in as the Pinky twins – no photos available 
 
Invisible Man and Energiser Bunny did the X Ray vision skit.  IM donned the magic glasses and 
EB had to select a name from the hat.  Pole Position was selected and invited into the Circle. 
IM was asked to identify what colour bra she was wearing.  He said grey and when revealed by 
PP was 100% correct.. 
 
 
Returners & Departers 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Run Offences 
 
GM called in Campari for yet again being late for the run 
Tootsie   -  Hares in the circle – saw two hares on the run.  One was VH Tony and the other was 
Hash Horn Franke who went reccying with the ‘official’  hares 
Dr, Jekyll -  Fungus called in for bringing a lady Tinman into his list of representative Hares.  
Point of order that there could not be a lady Tinman.  Lesser had to step in and explain that in fact 
such a situation had occurred. 
Nut Cleaver – called in the Hares for being out and out liars 
 
RunMaster 



The Runmaster Secret Agent Dick Gobbler called Hash Horn Franck into the Circle and 
thanked him for doing a fantastic job..  The Hares were called in to receive SADG’s view of the 
run.  The Hares had said it was flat run and it definitely was not,  The spacing of the paper was too 
infrequent.  SADG’s overall view however was that it was a good run. 
When put to the vote of the Circle the final call was that it was a good run and the Hashit should 
remain with Fungus. 
 
GM  declared the circle closed 
 
 
  
 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

Temporary Scribe  

www.phuket-hhh.com 

 


